... the Mini-HDV Remote Head!

- Extremely light and strong
- Weighs only 2.5 Kg and operates camera up to 5kg!
- Less remote head weight = more capacity for the camera
- Quick and easy set-up (Euro-mount)
- Pan and tilt control via joystick
- Pans and tilts 360°

www.abc-products.de
E-mail: info@abc-products.de
**Versatility has a new name: V5**

The demand for a lightweight remote-head was driven by the great success of our light cranes appreciated by many users for their superb qualities, e.g.: built with high quality standards, easily transportable and ready in a few minutes.

Thanks to the use of light materials and the resulting low weight of only 2.5 kg (5.51 lb), the V5 user has more choice left for the camera to be used. The maximum weight bearing is 5 kg (11.02 lb).

Whether for documentary shooting or travel reporting, the V5 allows unprecedented shooting in the most diverse locations.

**Light remote-head with great ambitions:**
- 360 degrees Pan-/Tilt axis movement
- Speed of pan and tilt regulation for any shooting situation
- Directions of Pan-/Tilt can be switched
- Allows one man operation when controls are mounted on back end of the crane

**Included in package:**
- Remote-Head V5, main structure
- Control unit
- Case
- Power supply unit 100V-240V – AC voltage 50/60 Hz; 12V-DC voltage 1200 mA
- V-Mount for V battery or NP1 mount
- Control cable 12m (13.12 yd), engine control with video-/LANC line
- Base plate with safety catch
- Camera plate
- LANC-Control cable
- Video cable 75 Ohm
- Instruction manual

Liable to technical changes without notice.

---

**Optional accessories:**
- Battery V-Mount
- Battery adapter NP 1
- Battery NP 1
- Adapter plate D 80 for adaptation to cranes (included in Traveller crane package)
- LANC control for zoom and focus
- Monitor TFT 8 inch

---

**About ABC...**

ABC Products has been active in studying solutions for the moving camera technique for many years. The main emphasis of the innovative developments is on consistent lightweight construction at high functionality and longevity: Broadcast equipment for the everyday use on the set.

Including:
- Camera balance systems (HandyMan) hand-operated or body supported for different camera weights.
- Light Cranes with different lengths, from the consumer up to the professional device with remote Head.
- Light Dolly with track system and ABC Spirit Light, a light system in a protective case.

ABC Products also carries out special solutions besides an extensive list of accessories which have all one in common:

**Filming with the moving camera**

---
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